
Resources required to develop and implement
VR Learning Solutions

Software to develop
a virtual world

VR development
experts

VR Hardware

It is an extremely immersive experie-

nce. Learners can experience 6- 

dimensional freedom in a 3-D experience.

They can not only move their head but

can also move closer to objects and 

people. Use a controller gloves or hand-

held device to manipulate objects and 

people. 

Imagine a VR-based immersive experience where you can look at various 
objects or people and even interact with them using a pointing device. That's 
360°VR for you. 

Learners can just move their head left, right, up, down, and even behind and 
feel like they are part of a 3-dimensional environment. These tools provide 
all basic environments and corresponding assets to develop the experience. 
As learning experts, we use our expertise to make the best use of these 
assets and develop an unforgettable educational experience.

Types of VR experiences

• Type 1: 360  VR

• Type 2: Full VR

FOLLOW US

The software, the hardware and the experts determine

A full VR is obviously the best a learner can get but it is immensely costly for now. A 360° VR solu-

tion is developed using 360° videos and images, and other 3D/2D assets and offers a great 

immersive experience. As per the high demand for VR experience in training, various eLearning 

authoring tools have developed features to build 360° VR solutions using videos and images 

and pre-build assets like templates, interactivities and 3D objects

The cost of the VR experience

Facility Tours Psychomotor
activities

Scenarios

Storytelling

Demo of Processes
and objects

Applications / Usage of VR Learning Solutions

Onboarding Customer Service Compliance trainings.Safety TrainingsProduct Trainings

www.gc-solutions.net

Email: Info@gc-solutions.net

To know more about the process, tools, software, cost, and impact of 
VR Learning solutions, setup a demo call. Contact us at:

Contact 

Learning Authoring Platforms for VR Learning Solutions

Have you always aspired to include Virtual Reality in your learning design but 
held back due to budgetary constraints? Well, there's good news for you. We 
offer VR-based learning experience at a REASONABLE BUDGET.

VR BASED
LEARNING AT
THE PRICE OF

AN 

E-LEARNING COURSE.


